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A theoretical study of shallow-donor states of GaAs-~Ga,Al!As semiconducting quasiperiodic Fibonacci
superlattices is presented. The impurity states are calculated using different variational methods within the
parabolic-band model and effective-mass approximation. We deal with periodic superlattices having a Fi-
bonacci sequence of GaAs and~Ga,Al!As layers as unit cells, the size of these sequences being of increasing
order. The binding energy and effective mass associated with the 1s-like shallow-impurity states of these
systems show a dependence on the donor position in the superlattices, which reflects the self-similarity and
quasiperiodicity of the Fibonacci superlattices. We present a detailed explanation of the Fibonacci structures of
the binding energies as a function of the impurity position in the superlattice and introduce a one-dimensional
effective Coulomb potential that should be useful in the study of shallow-impurity states of Fibonacci super-





















































Quasicrystals have been intensively studied both exp
mentally and theoretically since their discovery by Shec
manet al.,1 with special interest in the effects of quasipe
odicity on their physical properties. One-dimension
versions of quasiperiodic systems were studied by a
groups even before this discovery2 and in semiconducto
physics in particular great interest has emerged since Me
et al.3 reported the realization and characterization of a q
siperiodic semiconducting Fibonacci superlattice~FSL!,
which consisted of Fibonacci sequences of AlAs and Ga
layers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy.
The spectrum of many elementary excitations in FS
has been studied theoretically in detail by many group4,5
and in all cases it was found to be Cantor-like with critic
eigenfunctions, and, in addition, it may sustain a discr
~trivial! set of extended states. At the same time, the opt
properties of GaAs-~Ga,Al!As FSL’s have been investigate
experimentally using different techniques, such as photo
minescence excitation spectroscopy,6 picosecond lumines
cence measurements,7 and reflectance spectroscopy,8 with re-
sults explained by the authors via simple theoretical mod
Various experimental and theoretical studies on the effect
external applied electric and magnetic fields on FSL’s h
also been reported, with special interest in the wave-func
localization9 and self-similarity10,11 properties of these sem
conducting heterostructures.
Most relevant for the present work is the numerical stu
of impurity states in FSL’s by Shung, Sander, and Merlin12
in which they determined the impurity binding energy
these systems using a one-dimensional confinement pote
for the carrier-impurity interaction. These authors also
fined an effective mass associated with the impurity bind
energy and reported a strong dependence of this mass o
impurity position that follows Fibonacci-like patterns. Th
kind of dependence in the energy spectrum was recently
ported by de Dios-Leyva, Bruno-Alfonso, and Oliveira10 in























fields. Based on these works and motivated by the exis
interest in explaining the photoluminescence spectra of
bonacci and periodic superlattices,6,11,13 which could be af-
fected by impurity states, we have developed different me
ods to determine the binding energies of shallow impur
states in~Ga,Al!As-GaAs FSL’s in the framework of the
effective-mass approximation. At the same time, we are a
to explain the quasiperiodicity of the impurity binding ene
gies, together with the manifestations of the self-similar
properties of the FSL’s.
This work is organized as follows. Section II contains
description of the theoretical framework and the methods
calculation of the 1s-like shallow-impurity states of super
lattices based on Fibonacci sequences, together with the
termination of the binding energy and the associated ef
tive mass. Results obtained and the corresponding discus
are presented in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV we present o
conclusions.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
We consider shallow-donor states in GaAs-~Ga,Al!As
FSL’s and deal withperiodic superlattices in which the un
cell is a Fibonacci sequence, of a given order, built of blocks
of type a @~Ga,Al!As barriers with thicknessda# and b
~GaAs wells with thicknessdb!. So, as the order of the Fi
bonacci sequence increases, the resulting periodic supe
tice rationally approximates14 the ideal infinite and quasip
eriodic superlattice. The growth direction of the
heterostructures will be chosen as thez axis. We define the
Fibonacci sequence of ordern, vn5vn(a,b), by the recur-
rent concatenation rule3,6,12 vn5vn21vn22 for n>3, with
v15a andv25b @see Fig. 1~a!#. From this one may readily
obtain that
vn5vn112k~vk ,vk11! for k>1, ~2.1!
which expresses at the same time the self-similar and qu
periodic nature of these sequences. Another important p

































6574 57BRUNO-ALFONSO, de DIOS-LEYVA, AND OLIVEIRAvn5H un112k~vk ,Vk11!ũn112k~Vk ,vk11! for n112k odd, k>2for n112k even, k>3,
~2.2!
whereVk5vk22vk21 @see Fig. 1~a!# and the sequencesun
5un(a,b) are also Fibonacci-like sequences, which may
defined by the recurrent concatenation rule10,11
un5 H un22un21un21un22 for n oddfor n even ~2.3!
for n>3, with u15a andu25b @see Fig. 1~a!#, and the tilde
over the sequenceun gives the same sequence in reve
order. Explicit examples for Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2! are shown
in Fig. 1~b!. Property~2.2! will be of help later on in explain-
ing the shapes of the donor-binding-energy curves we obt
In the effective-mass approximation, the Hamiltonian
deal with in describing the motion of a carrier bound to
donor located at (0,0,zi) in the periodic superlattice~with a








where the effective massm* and the dielectric constant« are
taken as the GaAs values and are supposed to be con
along the superlattice. Here the functionVL(z) defines the
periodic built-in potential~periodic arrangement of a give
Fibonacci sequence of barriers and wells! with the origin for
energies at the bottom of the GaAs conduction band and
left extreme of one Fibonacci unit cell placed atz50 ~see
Fig. 2!. As usual, the donor binding energy is determined
the difference between theE0 lowest allowed energy for a
free carrier in the superlattice@i.e., Eq. ~2.4! without the
interaction with the impurity# and that of the ground-stat
level of the carrier bound to the impurity atom. Of cours
the latter energy should depend periodically on the impu
position with the periodicity of the lattice potentialVL(z).
FIG. 1. Fibonacci sequences of blocksa andb: ~a! three dif-
ferent kinds of Fibonacci sequences and~b! examples of the self-









The electronic states without impurities may be describ
in a Kronig-Penney-like picture,15 where an infinite number
of energy minibands appears.2,6 The first of these minibands
~the lowest in energy! may be approximated near the cent











where the in-plane effective massmr* is the GaAs
conduction-band effective mass and the longitudinal eff
tive massmz* may serve to describe the carrier motion in t
growth direction. Such a description becomes meaningful
the study of the electronic states nearE0 , when the carriers
are under the action of sufficiently weak and slowly varyi
potentials ~as expected from the effective-ma
approximation12,15!. These conditions are fulfilled by th
Coulomb potential associated with shallow impurity sta
when the bulk Bohr effective radius is much larger than
periodic superlattice periodLn and the bulk effective Ryd-
berg is small in comparison to the width of the first sup

















is expected to describe the eigenstates of Eq.~2.4! in an
effective-mass-like fashion,containing in mz* the effects of
the superlattice potential. Then, by using Eq.~2.6! to deter-
mine the impurity binding energy EB one may
unambiguously15,16 establish a one-to-one relation betwe
EB and mz* . For short-period superlattices satisfying th
above conditions, the binding energy is essentially indep
dent of the impurity position and the effective-mass-like d
scription~with a constant and unique mz* ! is satisfactory for
shallow-donor states. On the other hand, when calcula
the binding-energy behavior for the ideal limiting case of
infinite Fibonacci superlattice~i.e., ann→` Fibonaccivn
FIG. 2. Simplified scheme for the donor inside the Fibona
superlattice. Herezi is the impurity position andVL(z) is the
built-in superlattice potential~with barriers of heightV0!, which is























































57 6575SHALLOW-IMPURITY STATES OF SEMICONDUCTOR . . .sequence!, one deals with unit cells of increasing length a
complexity, as the order of the Fibonacci sequence increa
Furthermore, as it is well known, the energy and moment
widths of the first miniband rapidly decrease as the size
the Fibonacci sequence increases.6 Hence the conditions fo
weakness and smoothness of the Coulomb impurity pote
are broken and so the definition of auniqueeffective-mass
parameter for the semiconducting heterostructure loses
usual meaning.12 One may, however, define a positio
dependent effective mass associated with the posit
dependent donor binding energy by the relation establis
through the one-to-one correspondence between the s
tions of Ĥeff @Eq. ~2.6!# and Ĥ @Eq. ~2.4!#. Therefore, for
each impurity position the so-defined effective mass conta
the effect of the superlattice potential as far as the grou
state properties of the donors are concerned. One would
expect that both the donor binding energy and effective m
would strongly depend on the impurity position inside t
Fibonacci unit cell and reflect the self-similar and quasipe
odic structure of the Fibonacci semiconducting heterostr
ture. Furthermore, one should stress that as the order o
Fibonacci unit cell increases, the conduction-electron ene
minibands become flatter and the corresponding conduct
electron effective mass@see Eq.~2.5!# rapidly increases,12
but at the same time the concept of the electron-minib
effective mass~for the Hamiltonian without the impurity po
tential! loses its meaning, as one would need the contribu
of a large number of higher electron minibands to effectiv
describe the dynamics of the electron. On the other hand
the same situation one may think of the effective mass
defined by Eq.~2.6! as the effective mass~which will be
zi-position dependent! of the donor electron, which would
incorporate the effects of the underlying lattice plus the
bonacci potential.
To determine the binding energy, we first determine
lowest allowed energyE0 for a free carrier in the superlattic
by solving the corresponding Kronig-Penney-like proble
Then we calculate, using a variational procedure, the ene
of the 1s-like impurity statesE1s(zi), which depends on the
impurity position. Finally, the donor binding energy will b
EB(zi)5E02E1s(zi).
We have performed calculations using two differe
variational schemes. The first one, hereafter called thethree-
dimensional (3D) model, consists in proposing a variationa
envelope function forĤ @see Eq.~2.4!# as a product of an
eigenstate of the system without the impurity potential b
1s-like hydrogenic function, i.e.,
Cenv~x,y,z!5N exp@2lAx21y21~z2zi !2#u0~z!,
~2.7!
with N being a normalization constant,l a variational pa-
rameter, andu0(z) the ground-state Bloch wave function o
the superlattice without the impurity. As an illustration, w
display in Fig. 3 the conduction-electron energy spectr
and the probability distributionuu0(z)u2 corresponding to a
Ga0.8Al0.2As ~asa! -GaAs ~asb! ~with da51.12 nm anddb
51.69 nm! superlattice, with the Fibonacci sequen
v7(a,b) as the unit cell. Finally, we may find the dono
electron energyE1s(zi) by minimizing, with respect tol, the



























the wave function of Eq.~2.7! and therefore evaluate bot
the EB(zi)5E02E1s(zi) binding energy and the longitudi
nal effective massmz* .
We have also performed calculations by substituting, f
lowing Shung, Sander, and Merlin,12 the three-dimensiona
impurity potential by a one-dimensional effective versi
~which we denote as the1D model! and following a varia-
tional procedure.17 The trial envelope wave function is take
as
F~x,y,z!5N expS 2 1a Ax21y2Dc~z!, ~2.8!
wherec(z) is an unknown function to be determined in
variational procedure, which consists in minimizing the e
ergy of the wave function~2.8! with respect to the Hamil-









andm* is the GaAs conduction-band effective mass. In t
above equation, the effective one-dimensional impurity p
tential for the 1s-like state is





GS zaD G , ~2.11!
FIG. 3. Conduction-electron states of a superlattice with a
bonacci sequencev7 of semiconductor layers:~a! extended mini-
band scheme for the energy spectrum, in which the arrow indic
the ground levelE0, and~b! probability distribution for the ground-
state Bloch wave functionu0(z) as a function of the donor electro
position z ~the dashed lines pictorically represent the superlat















































whereH1(x) andN1(x) are the first-order Struve and Neu
mann functions, respectively. Of course, the shape of
effective one-dimensional impurity potential would depe
on the choice of the parametera; as an illustration, the
model-impurity potential is shown in Fig. 4 fora5aB* . We
choose the parametera in order to better reproduce the s
lution of the problem without the superlattice potential, i.
the bulklike hydrogenic 1s state and its energy2Ry* , and by
minimizing the energy of the ground state ofĤ1D with
VL(z)50, we obtainE1s>20.9Ry* for a>1.3aB* . With this
value ofa we have a one-dimensional effective potential
the Coulomb carrier-impurity interaction and then we det
mine the energy of the 1s-like states for the different impu
rity positions in the superlattice solving the ordinary diffe
ential equation~2.9! by a finite-difference method. Th
longitudinal effective massmz* is obtained via its relation
with the binding energy, which is established by proposin
solution of the form~2.8! for the anisotropic Hamiltonian
~2.6!.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results in this section were obtained, as mentioned
fore, by considering donor impurity states in periodic sup
lattices having as unit cell Fibonacci sequences
Ga0.8Al0.2As ~asa! and GaAs~asb! layers with thicknesses
da51.12 nm anddb51.69 nm, respectively.
11 Notice that
the ratio db /da is essentially the golden meant5(1
1A5)/2, which is a necessary condition for the manifes
tion of Fibonacci-related self-similarity properties in th
length scale.10,11 The GaAs conduction-electron effectiv
mass and the dielectric constant are taken asm* 50.067m0
~where m0 is the free-electron mass! and «512.5, respec-
tively, with an effective Rydberg ofRy* 55.83 meV and ef-
fective Bohr radius ofaB* 59.87 nm. The barrier potentialV0
for the conduction electrons is chosen as 60% of the ba
FIG. 4. Effective one-dimensional Coulomb potentialV1D(z)
for the 1s-like states in units of the effective RydbergRy* , with z in
units of the effective Bohr radiusaB* . The curve corresponds to a










gap difference between Ga0.8Al0.2As and GaAs, i.e.,V0
5150 meV.
Our calculations for the donor binding energyEB and
longitudinal effective massmz* as functions of the impurity
position in the superlattice with a Fibonacci unit cellv12 are
presented in Fig. 5. Results are shown for both the 3D
the 1D models and are found to be in excellent agreem
except for the 10% shift in the binding energy that would
expected from the 1D limiting case without the superlatt
potential~see Sec. II!. Results for the longitudinal effective
mass in Fig. 5~b! are derived from the donor binding energ
in Fig. 5~a! via the one-to-one correspondence between
binding energy and the effective-mass anisotropy establis
in both models~cf. Sec. II!, which is shown in Fig. 6. So the
‘‘impurity band’’ in Fig. 5~a! gives rise to the longitudina
effective massmz* in Fig. 5~b!, which strongly depends on
the impurity position. One should notice that, as stres
with vertical-dotted lines in Fig. 5~a!, there exist repeated
patterns in the binding energy versus impurity positi
curve, i.e., we can build the whole curve by arranging t
different segments~a and b! in a Fibonacci sequenceu5
5ababb. The latter is the sequence in which the blocksv8
andV9 are arranged to formv125v8V9v8V9V9 . In order
to understand and properly generalize this property the
lowing facts should be taken into account:~i! the 1s-like
donor states are localized in the superlattice growth direc
within a radius of'3aB* , ~ii ! the Fibonacci sequences ma
FIG. 5. Quasiperiodic behavior of~a! the donor binding energy
EB ~in units of the effective RydbergRy* ! and ~b! the longitudinal
effective massmz* ~in units of the GaAs conduction-electron effe
tive massmGaAs* ! as functions of the impurity position~in units of
the GaAs effective Bohr radiusaB* ! in a superlattice having a Fi
bonacci sequencev12 (n512) of semiconductor layers as the un
cell. The continuous~dashed! lines correspond to the 3D model~1D
model!. The vertical dotted lines stress the repeated patterns in
curve, which are arranged in a Fibonacci sequenceu5 . The latter is
















































57 6577SHALLOW-IMPURITY STATES OF SEMICONDUCTOR . . .be generated from two Fibonacci blocks arranged in a
bonacci sequence following Eq.~2.2! ~for n512 andk58 in
this case!, and~iii ! equivalent blocks in such an arrangeme
have equivalent vicinities that are larger than 3aB* ~for blocks
v8 and V9 , these vicinities are larger thanL8530.93 nm!.
So the donor electrons in such localized states essent
‘‘feel’’ the same heterostructure potential when the impur
is located in equivalent points inside equivalent blocks
such arrangements and hence have the same binding en
In a more general case, for a Fibonacci unit cellvn , which
can be expressed in terms ofvk and Vk11 @following Eq.
~2.2! for k>2 and oddn112k#, arranged in a Fibonacc
sequenceun112k the binding energy curve will show th
un112k structure wheneverLk.3aB* . Also, for a Fibonacci
unit cell vn that can be built in terms ofVk andvk11 @fol-
lowing Eq. ~2.2! for k>3 andn112k even# arranged in a
Fibonacci sequenceũn112k , the binding-energy curve wil
show theũn112k structure wheneverLk2L3.3aB* . In this
way, one may explain and predict the Fibonacci quasip
odic behavior of the donor binding energy~and, conse-
quently, of the longitudinal effective mass! versus impurity
position curves. This quasiperiodicity has an important c
sequence: The normalized impurity density-of-states
shape would become independent of the order of the
bonacci sequence as this order increases, in the same wa
absorption spectra do for FSL’s under in-plane magn
fields.10 In addition, the dependence of the longitudin
effective-mass curves on the localization length of the ca
ers leads to the conclusion that the effective massmz* is not
an intrinsic property of the system without impurities.12
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the donor binding energy calcula
by the 3D model as a function of the impurity position insi
the Fibonacci unit cellsvn for n510, 11, and 12. The ap
parent correlation between the curves forv10 andv12 in Fig.
7~a! reflects the self-similarity of the Fibonacci sequenc
that may be derived from Eq.~2.1! for k53, i.e., vn(a,b)
5vn22(ba,bab), with a (ba) andb (bab) corresponding
to the barrier and well forvn (vn22), and therefore we have
for both sequences the same arrangement of barriers
FIG. 6. Ratio between the longitudinal and the in-plane effect
massesmz* and mr* , respectively, as a function of the impurit
binding energy in an anisotropic medium. The binding energy
expressed in units of the in-plane effective RydbergRr* ~corre-
sponding tomr* ! and the continuous~dashed! line corresponds to
















wells in different scales~the compound Fibonacci blocks ar
considered as barriers or wells by taking into account th
relative average10,11,18potential!. In the same way, Fig. 7~b!
shows the anti-self-similarity of the Fibonacci sequences
the curves corresponding tov10 and v11 have essentially
opposite behaviors, which also follows from Eq.~2 1!, which
for k52 givesvn(a,b)5vn21(b,ba), with a (ba) and b
(b) associated with the corresponding barrier and well
vn (vn21), and one obtains a replacement of barriers
wells and wells for barriers in different scales for the s
quencesvn andvn21 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented different variational calculations
t 1s-like shallow-donor states in superlattices having
bonacci sequences of~Ga,Al!As and GaAs layers as un
cells and have determined the binding energy and the a
ciated longitudinal effective mass for these states. In spite
the simplicity of the different models used in calculation
the very good agreement between them can be considere
a measure of their reliability in describing these states
least when the heterostructure consists of sufficiently t
barriers. These models are not specific for Fibonacci-like
perlattices and analogous calculations may be performed
other kinds of heterostructure, i.e., Thue-Morse or rand
superlattices.4 The one-dimensional model presented in th
work is derived from the effective-mass Hamiltonian~2.4!,
reproducing the bulk limiting case in a reliable way, th
overcoming the ambiguity in choosing the one-dimensio
e
s
FIG. 7. Self-similarity and anti-self-similarity in the binding en
ergyEB ~in units of the effective RydbergRy* ! calculated within the
3D model as a function of the impurity positionzi ~in units of the
unit cell lengthLn! in the Fibonacci sequencesvn of semiconductor
layers. The dashed lines correspond ton510 and the continuous


















6578 57BRUNO-ALFONSO, de DIOS-LEYVA, AND OLIVEIRAimpurity potential by Shung, Sander, and Merlin,12 and
should be useful in studying the impurity states in semico
ducting heterostructures under applied electric and/or m
netic fields. We obtain the quasiperiodic Fibonacci-li
structures of the binding energy and effective mass curves
performing a 3D-model calculation and give a detailed e
planation of the specific Fibonacci structures~quasiperiodic-
ity, self-similarity, and anti-self-similarity! appearing in such
curves. Calculated results and quasiperiodicity properties
quite similar to the ones discussed in the study of electro
states, intraband, and interband spectra of Fibonacci su
lattices under in-plane magnetic fields10 and as, mentioned
before, are closely related to the localization of the carr
states in the growth direction.
Finally, a position-dependent longitudinal effective ma
associated with the impurity binding energy is defined th














packet propagation experiments,12 and the energy spectra o
other localized states, such as those in the presence of m
netic and/or electric fields.10,12 It is important to emphasize12
however, that, in a quasiperiodic structure, since there is
Bloch behavior any longer andk is not a good quantum
number, there is strictly no band effective mass~i.e., there
are infinitely many length scales in such quasiperiodic s
tems! and one should define a mass parameter that, as
showed, depends specifically on the range of the app
onfining potential, as in the case of the donor-impurity p
tential we have dealt with.
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